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Classification and Distribution of Volcanic Structures and Deposits in the Quatorial Region of Venus. D. 
A. Senske and J. W. Head, Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912. 

Introduction- Venera 15 and 16 images (1-3 krn resolution) of the northern latitudes (1) reveal that approximately 
70% to 75 % (2) of the surface is covered by volcanic plains and that a variety of styles of volcanism exist. A major 
question is whether comparable percentages of other parts of Venus are covered by volcanic plains and whethcr the 
range of volcanic styles observed by Venera 15/16 is representative of the planet as a whole. In addition to the Venera 
radar imaging, the Pioneer-Venus (P-V) spacecraft has imaged the equatorial region of the planet between 15' S to 45" 
at a resolution of 10 km to 20 km. In order to assess the volumetric significance of volcanic deposits in the equatorial 
region and the diversicy of volcanic styles, we have carried out a regional study using both of these sets of radar image 
data, Arecibo radar images, and P-V altimetric data. We first studied the approximately 15" overlap area between P-V 
and Venera, and then continued mapping southward into the additional 45' wide equatorial band. We have mapped five 
classes of features based on morphologic character, surface distribution, and radar properties. 

Description and Interpretation- 1) Upland rises are broad, radar-dark, topographic highs containing individual peaks 
which are typically radar-bright, suggesting that they are rough at the wavelength of the P-V radar system (17 cm). The 
detailed radar signatures of the peaks varies from a complex integrated texture, containing material that is both 
intermediate and radar-bright, to one characterized by topographically high central regions of radar-dark material 
surrounded by flanking bright material (3,4). Upland rises are concentrated in a zone south of Maxwell Montes and 
north of Tinatin Planitia (5' N to 40' N in latitude and 25" to 60' E in longitude). Specific features include Western 
Eisila Regio (2400 km wide) with its associated peaks, Gula Mons and Sif Mons, Bell Regio (1000 km wide and 
mapped by Barsukov et al. (1) as a large dome-like uplift, and containing Tepev Mons, a 4.5 km high peak), and 
Sappho Patera (1500 krn wide). A number of sub-parallel linear features mapped as furrows, interpreted as representing 
rifting (5). are observed cutting Nefertiti Patera in Bell Regio. There is, however, no evidence of rift structures similar 
to those found in Beta Regio or Aphrodite Terra. The structure and radar character of the peaks associated with Western 
Eisila Regio are similar to peaks in Bell Regio. Tepev Mons, interpreted to be a shield volcano (5, 6).  possesses a 
radar-bright signature similar to Sif Mom, suggesting the possibility of blocky or hummocky lava flows. On the basis 
of the overall similarity between Tepev Mom and Sif Mom, we suggest that Western Eisila Regio and Bell Regio may 
have formed in a similar manner. 

2) Rifted highlands are radar-bright highland regions which lie along an equatorial belt and are characterized by 
radar-bright individual peaks and a central rift valley, showing varying degrees of complexity. The presence of the 
deep central rift valley distinguishes them from the upland rises. They include Beta Regio (2300 km x 2000 km), Atla 
Regio (1600 km x 1100 km), and Aphrodite Terra (13,000 km x 2700 km). This unit corresponds to the general unit 
of large dome-like uplands mapped by Barsukov et al. (1). High-resoluaon Arecibo images of Beta Regio show that the 
two peaks (Theia Mons and Rhea Mons) which flank the rift valley Devana Chasarna. are characterized by radar-dark 
summits with radar-bright flanks and are volcanic in origin (7, 8). P-V altirnetric data reveal two peaks associated with 
Atla Regio, Maat Mom and Ozza Mons. Like the peaks at Beta Regio, these features which are bright and show no 
detail in thc P-V radar image, are in close proximity to the rift structures. suggesting h a t  large volcanic cdificcs may 
also be significant in this area. Both Beta Regio and Atla Regio are characterized by a domal rise, large positive 
gravity anomalies (9). and are found at the central convergence or intersection of three or more rifts (10). These zones 
are mapped as transitional in roughness (11). The structure of Aphrodite Terra contains rift-like features but in contrast 
they are oriented in en echelon patterns (12), rather than the converging patterns typical of Beta and Atla. The rift 
system in Eastern Aphrodite is very well developed, with a characteristic central rift valley, while rifts in Western 
Aphrodite are more subdued and have an added plateau-like structure (Ovda, Thetis). Bright domes comparable to those 
seen adjacent to rifts in Beta and Atla are commonly seen along the rifts and are interpreted to be of volcanic origin. 

3) Plains units undivided, consist of a variety of radar textures ranging from smooth to mottled, and lie in 
topographically low areas. In areas of overlapping coverage, they consist of a variety of plains units mapped in the 
northern latitudes but are dominated by smooth plains (1) which are radar-dark in P-V data and distributed throughout 
the equatorial region. 4) Dark halo plains are broad, abnormally radar-dark sub-circular regions possessing very little 
topographic relief and extending over distances of 100's of km; they are observed exclusively in plains areas (3.4). 
The radar-dark material often appears to ernbay surrounding radar-bright features. A central radar-bright ring, which 
itself has a radardark center, is kequently found at the center of the dark material (3,4). Specific occurrences are located 
west of Eisila Regio, at 22' N. 330' and west of Atla Regio at 23' N, 140" Embayment relations exhibited by 
dark-halo plains units suggests emplacement by lava flooding. The central structure may be a source volcano but the 
resolution is inadequate for detailed analysis. This unit is also observed in Arecibo data. Correlation using Arecibo 
data of the northern latitudes suggests similar features can be found at 4 8 W ,  308" and 42" N , 12". Barsukov et al., 
(1) have mapped these as rolling plains and do not distinguish the radar dark features specifically, suggesting that their 
relative smoothness is not detectable at incidence angles typical of Venera 15/16. Correlation with Venera 15/16 data 
shows that the central bright feature correlates with small domes or craters of possible volcanic origin. 
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Other Volcanic Deposits and Units- Cone/dome fields comprised of regional concentrations of individual domes and 
cones in the 2-15 km diameter range observed in the Venera data are found in association with a variety of tectonic 
structures such as coronae and are also scattered throughout the rolling plains province (13, 14, 15). These structures 
are below the resolution of the P-V data and are therefore not observed in the equatorial region, although their presence 
may produce some of the observed mottling in the plains. A variety of individual mountains in the equatorial region 
exhibit radar properties ranging from bright to dark and may be analogous to the volcanic mountains unit (1). 
However, due to the low resolution of the P-V data it is difficult to determine conclusively if they are volcanic. The 
volcanic features. Collette and Sacajawea, in Lakshmi Planum, do not appear to compare with any individual feature in 
the equatorial region. 

Discussion- The radar-dark plains unit appear to have been emplaced by lava flooding, while volcanism in the 
highlands is associated with topographic rises and large peaks, suggesting that two different styles of volcanism may 
characterize the equatorial region. The embayment relations exhibited by the radar-dark material suggests lava flooding 
and the radar-dark character of the unit suggests that it is relatively smooth. Head and Wilson (16) show that 
pyroclastic deposits should not be dominant on Venus, supporting the interpretation of lava flooding. The radar-bright 
central structure appears to be a source region for the dark material in some cases. The bright structure associated with 
the unit west of Atla Regio exhibits 400 meters of positive topographic relief, suggesting that it may be a small rise 
or construct. 

The small domes do not appear to be associated with any single class of tectonic feature. They are often found in 
plains units, and are often associated with regions of ridge belts and coronae. This wide distribution suggesl? a 
correlation with volcanism on a regional scale related to regional tectonic activity (13). 

Conclusions- 1) Abundance of plains. The northern latitudes of Venus are characterized by a predominance of 
volcanic plains units (70% to 75%) along with a variety of tectonic units. Plains units are presently estimated to 
cover a comparable percentage (63% to 70%) of the equatorial region imaged by P-V, indicating that volcanism is a 
much more widespread process on Venus than on the smaller terrestrial planets (17). 

2 )  Presence of Upland Rises. Upland rises are estimated to cover approximately 9% of the equatorial region. This 
unit is found on or near the equatorial highland belt, and extends only as far north as the overlap region with Venera 
15/16. The upland rise of ~ e i  Regio which is found in the overlap region, is mapped by Soviet investigators as a 
general dome-like uplift (1). 

3) Presence of Rifted H i g h l h .  Rifted highlands cover an estimated 23% of the equatorial region and are the 
dominant feature on the highland belt. Like the Upland Rise unif this unit only extends as far north as the overlap 
region and is mapped by Soviet investigators as a dome-like uplift (1). 

4)  Dark halo Plainr. Dark halo plains account for an estimated 5% of the plains unit in the equatorial region. 
Barsukov et al. (1) were not able to recognize this type of plains unit in their data and have not mapped it as a separate 
unit. They have mapped this unit as part of the rolling plains. Detection of this unit at P-V and Arecibo incidence 
angles suggests that these are very smooth volcanic flows not detected by the Venera 15/16 spacecraft. 

5) Sfyles of Volcanism. Volcanism in the the equatorial region of Venus appears to be widespread and manifests 
itself in two styles, individual volcanic peaks which are often associated with topographic rises (Upland Rises and 
Rifted Highlands), and widespread lava flooding forming plains. 

6 )  Equatorial Zones of Extension. A number of the individual peaks many of which we interpreted to be volcanic 
are associated with zones of extension which extend for 1000's of km (eg. Eastern Aphrodite). Similar zones are not 
observed in the northern latitudes making them unique to the equatorial region. 

7 )  Latitudinal Distribution of Units. The concentration of the Upland Rises and Rifted Highlands south of about 
40' N and their concentration on or adjacent to the equatorial highland belt, is similar to the latitudinal dependence of 
tectonic features described previously by Head (18). 
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